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Abstract— This paper deals with the analysis of swing check 

valve for determining the stress values in the disc element by 

using Finite element technique package called ANSYS. The 

two major components considered for FEA analysis is the 

disc and the arm assembly. The drawback of the existing 

valves gives a feedback of failure occurring at the end of disc 

which is hub end, some customer give feedback that its yields 

above the allowable stress values. Hence a design 

modification is created for four cases, and an optimal design 

is obtained in case 4, where working stress values are less 

than the allowable stress values, hence the future failures is 

avoided because of this FEA analysis.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Check valves are automatic in operation and designed to 

prevent reversal of flow in fluid piping systems.   The valves 

are maintained open by the flow of fluid in the forward 

direction and are closed by backpressure of the fluid or by the 

weight of the closing mechanism or by a spring force. They 

are suitable for service in horizontal or vertical piping runs. 

Swing check valves have low-pressure drop and are best 

suited for moderate flow applications. Correct sizing of swing 

check valve is important. Either too low a velocity or too high 

a velocity will affect the valve function. Service in systems 

involving rapid and frequent flow reversals, pulsation or 

turbulent flow should be avoided. 

Various designs are available as listed below. 

 Swing check 

 Tilting disc 

 Ball lift type 

 Disc lift type 

 Piston check 

 Stop check 

The range of check valve sizes range from 6 mm to 

massive units of 3000 mm diameter and more. 

The valve can be fitted with external weights to 

allow faster closure to reduce water hammer or shock 

pressure on flow reversal.  External systems can also be 

included to force the valve closed in the event of a local 

fire…The following figure shows the detailed view of a 

swing check valve. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS COMPONENTS 

A. Body 

Full ported heavy-duty body with sufficient wall thickness for 

maximum service life Provided with bosses for optional 

drains. Basic dimensions such as wall thickness, face-to-face 

flanges comply with the relevant API, ANSI and BS 

standards. 

B. Disc 

Rugged disc is bolted and pinned to the hinge. The ground 

seating surface is mated with the seat ring for positive shut 

off. 

C. Hinge 

Designed to withstand the shock load of quick closing to 

insure longer life and continued shut off. The hinge pin is a 

precision ground solid pin for maximum strength and service 

life. 

D. Specification of the Valve 

Nominal Diameter       -2 Inches 

ANSI Pressure Class   - 150 

Type                             - C 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 Modeling of the valve components using Solid works 

2016. 

 Converting Modeled components to IGES (Initial 

Graphics Exchange Specification) format. 

 Importing and repairing the components in ANSYS. 

 Defining the Material Properties. 

 Selection of suitable element type for each component. 

 Meshing of components. 

 Assigning boundary conditions and loadings. 

 Solving for nodal equations 

 Post processing of results 

A. Modeling of the Body in the Valve 

 The solid part of the body is modeled according to the 

dimensions given. 

 The second step is to create the cylindrical portion of the 

valve body which can also be made as solid. 

 The third stages are that the flange’s bottom portion 

which is attached with the valve body. 

 The fourth stage is the solid model should be made as 

hollow one with a uniform thickness and so there is a 

option called “shell” in PRO-E, which can be made of 

use of in this stage. 

 The holes are provided for the upper flange portion in 

order to plug that part with the flange plate, and the side 

ones also provided with the holes for connecting it with 

the pipes on either side. 
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Fig. 1: Check valve 

IV. MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

In the preprocessor phase, Assigning Material property is one 

of the most important steps that are to be carried out. Here it 

is necessary to give all possible data, which is useful for 

analysis. 

S.NO PROPERTIES VALUES 

1 Material 
ASTM 

A182 F6a CL3 

2 Young’s Modulus (E) 2.1 * 106  N/mm2 

3 Poisson’s Ratio (1/m) 0.3 

4 Tensile strength 760Mpa 

5 Density 7800 kg/m^3 

6 Allowable stress 161.5 N/mm2 

Table 1: Material properties 

The allowable stress level is not required for 

analysis. But to check the results it should be known in the 

post processing stage. 

A. Boundary Conditions 

Boundary conditions are the treatments that are to be included 

in the model which are having an impact in the member in 

operation. The following are the boundary conditions 

imposed on the model for this problem. 

 
Fig. 2: Boundary conditions 

Along the inner periphery of the spindle hole the x 

& y direction displacements and rotation are constrained. 

Then all the degrees of freedom is constrained in the end of 

the stub portion of the disc indicated by an arrow on the figure 

above, as it will go and hit the stopper in the valve body in 

full open condition when a pressure is acting on the face of 

the disc. 

V. POST PROCESSING THE RESULTS 

The analysis is being made for the actual dimension of the 

disc and arm and the stress plot is shown below. 

A. Actual Failure 

 
Fig. 3: Actual failure analysis 

The maximum stress = 267.285 N/mm^2 

From the above plot we can infer that the stresses are 

more, that is it exceeds the allowable stress limit, wherein the 

allowable stress limit is 161.57 N/mm^2. Here the diameter 

of the hub is given as 14 mm and the thickness of the flap as 

9.5 mm. 

And so the diameter of the hub and the thickness of 

the flap is changed for different combinations and the 

optimum thickness of the flap and the hub diameter is 

proposed after a thorough analysis from FEA. The final 

dimension of the disc is decided as, 

Thickness of the Disc   = 9.5 mm 

Diameter of the hub    = 14 mm 

Diameter of the hub rear end  = 9 mm 

B. CASE 1 

 
Fig. 4: Failure Analysis (case 1) 

The maximum stress   = 275.308 N/mm^2 

From the above plot we can infer that the stresses are 

more, that is it exceeds the allowable stress limit, wherein the 

allowable stress limit is 161.57 N/mm^2. Here the diameter 

of the hub is given as 16 mm and the thickness of the flap as 

9.5 mm.  And so the diameter of the hub and the thickness of 

the flap is changed for different combinations and the 

optimum thickness of the flap and the hub diameter is 

proposed after a thorough analysis from FEA. The final 

dimension of the disc is decided as, 
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Thickness of the Disc   = 9.5 mm 

Diameter of the hub    = 16 mm 

Diameter of the hub rear end  = 9 mm 

The stress plots are shown for the same. 

 
Fig. 5: Stress Analysis(case 1) 

The results for various testing are given below. 

Test Dimensions 

Actual 

Stress 

(Mpa) 

Allowable 

Stress 

(Mpa) 

ACTUAL 

 

HUB:14mm 

DISC:9.5mm 
267 166 

CASE:1 
HUB:16mm 

DISC:9.5mm 
275 166 

CASE:2 
HUB:14 

DISC:11.5 
245 166 

CASE:3 
HUB:16 

DISC:11.5 
255 166 

CASE:4 

HUB:16mm 

DISC:11.5mm 

HUB 

REAR:13mm 

136 166 

Table 2: Result for Stress Anlaysis 

Finally the optimal conditions for the disc thickness 

11.5 mm and hub diameter are 16mm and the hub rear end 

diameter is 13 mm.  In this condition, the maximum stress 

(136 Mpa) obtained below the allowable stress 166Mpa. 

C. CASE 4 

 
Fig. 6: Failure analysis (Case 4) 

The maximum stress          = 136.270N/mm^2 

 
Fig. 7: Stress Analysis (case 4) 

 
Fig. 8: ISO Clipping for Case 4 

VI. CONCLUSION 

From the analysis being done in FEA the thickness of the disc 

element which is designed and used in the present valve is 

found that it is not meeting the maximum allowable stress 

value and so the thickness is increased to 4mm from the actual 

dimension. And now the stress value after thorough analysis 

is lying well within the limit. 

1) As seen from the table stresses in the hub diameter is 

reduced by increasing the rear end diameter of hub, (case 

4) 

2) Hence the working stress values are well within the 

limits of allowable stress values 

3) Hence the failure in the valves will be overcome 

hereafter 
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